In this study, the replica of the metal processing surface was manufactured using the transparent silicone. Set for the new method for measurement using the transparence replica, it can get various characteristics by a processing method. The result was summarized in the following. The characteristic various patterns were provided by passing light in a transparence replica. Those patterns were able to be classified in a point pattern, a circle pattern, an oval pattern, four patterns of the diffraction pattern. It is possible that these patterns estimate the shape of the reflection plane, namely shape and processing method of the machined surface. The surface roughness by the diffraction was equal to the maximum height roughness by the tracer In the last paper, the empirical formula that showed the biggest height coarseness and the relations of the radius of gyration was provided in a circulation pattern and an oval pattern. This report makes a specimen of the end mill processing that is used a lot as a general processing method and shows the reliability as the measurement system of the assay by the transparence replica method.
The processing side of the specimen is made from the corrugated surface. It pour transparent liquid silicone rubber (97% of transmissivity, refractive index nr = 1.404) of 2 liquid mixing into worked surface so that those processing side copies it and let I degas it by ultrasonic vibration and process it and solidify it, and the replica is produced. In addition, Using the silicone gum is superior in liquidity, and influx is possible easily, and the gap that is minute at normal pressure, the normal temperature can reproduce an irregularity of the metal worked surface exactly. Although, as for the optical microscope photograph of figure 12 (a), two ridgelines cross at an angle of 49 degrees perpendicularly to the direction of tool feed motion, one ridgeline is broad and it is processing-shaped, another side is a concavo-convex small ridgeline where processing width is narrow. Although, as for the transmission image from a transparent replica, one diffraction line appeared, the diffraction line of two flat knots did not appear. Detailed roughness curve of location of profile F. 
